Nylet

On rigging jibs.
See page 2 for remarks. The parts
shown here are available, see secon
3 of our price list.

Hook at top

Alternave method of threading
cord through bowsie (cord
shown coloured red).

Jib luﬀ stay wire is shown crimped to
cord/line. I prefer to make oﬀ (crimp) the
wire at the head as a loop and to which
the cord is then made oﬀ/ed to, its
neater and stronger. See our price list
secon 3 for crimping sleeves/ferrules.

Hook here (at end of
the wire) into hole
in boom
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USEFUL TIPS.
We have collected these ‘ ps’ from emails sent to customers in reply to their ques ons, or from experience, in the hope that you
might ﬁnd something that is useful. If your query isn’t here or for more informa on see the Nylet BB3 “how to” booklet.
The drawing on page 1. Although this drawing shows a jib boom which is bent into a curve (this being a favourite technique at the
me of the drawing) it isn’t currently usual and providing the fores’l hasn’t an excessive foot roach it is best ignored.
Upon the subject of adhesives.
Bonding bow bumpers and cleaning deck before applying deck patches. White spirit is ﬁne for cleaning around the deck area –
certainly if its GRP or epoxy. Again, white spirit for the ﬁnal clean around bumper area. Firstly rough up/key both GRP and ﬂoppy
bumper with 800 grade wet and dry, used dry. Finally wipe over both surfaces with white spirit. Ensure surfaces are completely free
of dust/grease and clean and dry. Bond using bathroom sealant (not Dow Corning however, it doesn’t bond well enough).
Whatever you are bonding do remember to be diligent over prepping the surfaces. If they are greasy or oily or dusty then you can’t
expect anything but an indiﬀerent bond.
Types of adhesives giving good results. I have used 24 hour Araldite in the past, also 2 ton Devcon. The la@er is extremely successful
when bonding dissimilar items, i.e. wood to plas cs, to GRP materials, and epoxy based materials, and metals such as aluminium
and brass. When bonding epoxy to glassﬁbre, for example, then Devcon is almost the ‘only’ adhesive to use to give a permanent
bond. Note that a glassﬁbre based resin will not give a permanent bond to epoxy. Most ‘fast’ adhesives tend not to be waterproof
and are best avoided, aBer all a waterproof bond in a yacht is the one thing you are aiming to achieve! So avoid those fast glues,
they may be convenient but that may come at the expense of your work falling to bits when on the lake! An excep on is one of the
‘cyano’ glues – Zap-A-Gap is an American manufactured product, it will gap ﬁll, it is medium fast, grabbing inside 10 minutes and
will go oﬀ completely overnight. It bonds dissimilar items, it stops knots shiBing, it bonds metal to GRP, as well as wood and plas c,
and it is totally waterproof. It really is the marine modeller’s friend, and is invaluable for bonding the smaller items or small areas.
It can also be a quick remedy at the pond side, so carry it with you on sailing days in your ‘ﬁx it’ box! It has a snap ﬁt cap, keep the
nozzle clean before replacing the cap and it will last for 2 years!
Prepara on before bonding surfaces – and see the previous entry. Also a ‘warning’ about GRP (glassﬁbre) hulls and mouldings. The
inside (the side which has been laid up with cloth) might appear ‘rough’ but it isn’t, if you were to inspect it under a microscope you
would see that the glass resin is about as smooth as glass. It is also dusty, just about the worse cocktail to be trying to bond
anything to it, so prep the surface very thoroughly. The outside, the gel coat side, is equally ‘smooth’, but to the naked eye it
appears ‘worse’ – well it isn’t, both sides need the same amount of prepping. See the previous entry for method.
Timber is a porous material and so it receives an adhesive readily, but I s ll give it a ‘key’ by lightly scoring the surface to be
bonded with a Stanley knife, or similar. Again, the slow Araldite and the 2 ton Devcon are admirable adhesives used on wood.
Working with carbon-ﬁbre (keel ﬁns & tubing). Do not drill tubing, this will fatally weaken the material, use carbon tow and secure
ﬁHngs in place using an 2 part epoxy adhesive (such as Devcon 2 ton). When cuHng/sawing ﬂat sheet use masking tape along both
sides of the surface to be cut, this avoids spliHng. Finish the edge with a ﬁne to medium ﬁle and then apply some Devcon to seal
the edge, ﬁnish the surface when set, again, with a ﬁle.
Beware of household glues such as bathroom ﬁllers, sealants and general handyman adhesives, they are oBen the wrong adhesives
for the yacht builder, some are not waterproof, some do not give a durable bond, some will not adhere to epoxy and glassﬁbre, or
wood.
Bow bumpers. We only make these to ﬁt our own range of IOM yachts; but if you are making your own I am reliably informed that
“SUGRU” is an idea compound to make rubber like bumpers. It is available on Amazon.
A p (from our BB3 booklet). The rudder. This is also a brake so use it sparingly. Coming up to a buoy you will ﬁnd that easing the
sails using the radio control s ck will change the course of the yacht, as you prepare to turn begin the turn with the aHtude of the
sails, and complete the main turn by using the rudder, again, as sparingly as possible. A smooth turn with minimum rudder will
hardly slow the boat and you can then apply drive on the new tack early, powering out of the turn and leaving the rest behind!
At the beginning of a race. An en re book might well be wri@en on sailing techniques, piJalls to avoid, and yet another on racing
and rules! But crossing the line at full lt and on the nail of the gun is a recipe for a cracking good start. So hang back, get to know
at the 5 second mark just where you need to be to drive over the line on the nail. If you can lead from the very start then there is
every reason that you will maintain the lead throughout that race. And remember that the shortest line is a straight line; and yes,
you will have to tack but don’t do so unnecessarily.
For the “secrets” of sail seHng and how to use the jib which is the mainsail’s partner, see next page (also BB3 booklet).
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Tips on seHng/rigging your new Nylet sails (or any sail cut correctly).
Rigging sails is not a 2 minute job, it is important to understand what you are trying to achieve. A
badly rigged sail will not look right nor will it be able to do the job required of it. The control of the mast
shape is 80% of achieving a well set mainsail; a jib is somewhat easier to set, but correctly placed shrouds
(side rigging wires) are key to get the right mast shape. Play around with the yacht rigged at the
pondside, or in your garden, on a day where light airs prevail. Lets say your yacht is rigged, so you then
ﬁt/a@ach the mainsail & jib. As you hoist/tension the main luﬀ you will alter the set of the mast, and
conversely as you alter the tension of the shrouds/forestay & backstay then the set of the mainsail will
alter/deteriorate/improve. A whole chapter could be wri@en on this subject, but the result is key to the
yachts performance.

Some important points regarding sails that you should know.
"Flow" in sails.
That "hollow" shape in a sail – otherwise known as “belly” - its the essen al "ﬂow" that every sail must
have, without that you would have bought a towel or a bedsheet! In fair to normal weather sails ﬂow is
more obvious but in heavier weather (smaller/reduced area) sails they are of course made with less ﬂow
and it isn't so visible. As you know, in light airs you will set your sails "slacker" and ease the tension in the
foot so it takes a nice curve, and as the wind increases you will tend to harden down. That is un l the
wind reaches the point when you have to reduce canvas and the smaller sails will be made with much
reduced ﬂow and you set them harder (as you will do also with the standing rigging).
Here is a reminder about seHng the jib, importantly it is the mainsail's friend, or partner and the jib
boom must be let out a tad more than the mains'l boom, if not the mains'l will fail to set and you will lose
drive, and way. This is because the air passing between jib & mains'l MUST be induced to speed up and in
so doing the mains'l will be "sucked" into the area of reduced pressure between the 2 sails and its shape
will ﬁll. This extra drive that is created is your passport to more speed! Ignore this technique and its your
loss. Its precisely the same eﬀect that creates liB in the wing of an aircraB, because of its shape the wing
is induced to move into the area of lower pressure (above), without that a plane cannot ﬂy and it is as
vital in yacht's sails as it is in the wing of an aircraB!
Have fun experimen ng and get accustomed to adjus ng the set of your sails, remember - slack winds
slack sails & rigging, s ﬀer winds harden down, really heavy winds then smaller sails and increasingly
harden down. And as my old dad used to say, blowing so you can't stand, then me to ba@en down the
hatches, sport a handkerchief and make for home!!
All this and more is explained fully in our “how to” BB3 booklet.
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